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Introduction
One of the priority goals of power inspection of the enterprise is 

level of conformity of technical possibilities of system of electro supply 
(SES) the enterprises to modern requirements and standards on power 
consumption. For this purpose it is necessary to estimate quantitatively 
these possibilities on existing SES and to define a standard indicator for 
maintenance of necessary values of indicators of power consumption.

The standard indicators of efficiency SES characterizing necessary 
technical possibilities SES is defined on the basis of recommended 
project SES of the enterprise developed by experts spending energy 
audit of the enterprise. Use of an integrated coefficient of efficiency 
SES received on a basis multicriterial of the analysis allows stating the 
general estimation of efficiency of functioning SES of the enterprise [1]. 

The integrated coefficient of efficiency SES is formed under 
indications of systems measures and the electric power account, and 
also settlement data of devices SES characterizing possibility. Efficiency 
SES is defined basically by efficiency of transfer, quality and reliability of 
delivered energy, elimination of the damaged elements and abnormal 
operating modes SES. The interconnected coefficients integrated and 
receive the integrated coefficient defining level perfection SES [2-5]. 
For universality all coefficients calculate in relative units. At an ideal 
mode of power consumption all coefficients of efficiency will be equal 
to unit.

Theoretical Part
The integrated coefficient technical efficiency SES characterizes 

possibilities of devices SES on maintenance with the uninterrupted and 
qualitative electric power of consumers. Definition of this coefficient 
gives the chance to estimate how much current operating mode SES 
corresponds to an ideal mode of power consumption. 

The coefficient technical efficiency SES is defined under the 
following formula:
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where the Ken-power coefficient characterizing efficiency of transfer 
of the electric power; the Kqu-coefficient of quality characterizing 
efficiency SES on maintenance of quality of the electric power; the Krel-
coefficient of reliability SES characterizing uninterrupted work SES; Kac-
coefficients of the account, characterizing degrees of coverage of system 
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of the account of the electric power; Kaut- the coefficient of automation 
SES characterizing level of automation SES, Кs.c. - coefficient of specific 
cost of transfer of the electric power on SES. 

These coefficients can be defined for the separate consumer, a site 
of workshop, workshop and as a whole on the enterprise [6]. For this 
purpose it is necessary to create system of gathering of initial data for 
chosen site SES. For definition of settlement data computer model SES 
of the enterprise integrated to measures and the account [1,2] is used. 
Each effectiveness ratio is reducing their maximum (or standard) to 
value.

The power coefficient is defined by multiplication of power factor 
and a power efficiency SES:

,enK К Кη ϕ= ⋅                        (2)

Where Kη - the resulted efficiency SES by electric power transfer, is 
defined under the following formula:
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Where, ηs - standard efficiency SES of the enterprise, is established 
by power inspection of the enterprise for recommended project SES 
of the enterprise. ηop-operating value of efficiency SES is defined on 
analytical data of computer model SES of the enterprise or indications 
of counters of systems of the account of the electric power. Computer 
model SES makes element wise calculation of losses of the electric 
power, power balance construction on all steps SES and as a whole on 
the enterprise [7]. On the basis of results of calculations on computer 
model SES efficiency SES on electric power transfer to consumers 
under the following formula is defined:
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where Рtot - power consumption (the hour expense of the electric 
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power) the enterprises for the counter of the electric power, kW; ΣРt.

con-total power consumption enterprise consumers, kW; Σ∆Рl.ses-total 
power losses in elements SES by electric power transfer, kW. 

Power factor SES reduce to standard value is defined under the 
following formula:

cos cos
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Where cosφs-standard value of a power coefficient of the power 
consumption, established by the state power inspection; cosφop-
operating value of a power coefficient of a power consumption of the 
enterprise, for the counter of the commercial account of the electric 
power. 

The integrated coefficient of quality SES is defined by multiplication 
of following coefficients of quality of voltage SES: 
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Where Кsin - coefficient harmonistic form of voltage, КΔU - coefficient 
of a deviation of voltage, Кsim - coefficient of symmetry of the voltage, 
defined depending on current value of voltage on tires SES.

The resulted coefficient of a deviation of voltage is defined on 
counter measurements under the following formula:

.
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where Uav - average value of a deviation of phase voltage, is defined 
by nominal value of a deviation of voltage on line phases under the 
following formula:
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where Uph.а, Uph.в, Uph.c-operating values of phase voltage under counter 
indications, V; Un.ph-nominal phase voltage, 220 V. The resulted 
coefficient of symmetry is defined under the following formula:
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where the U0-potential of a neutral line, is defined by vector addition 
of all phase voltage. 

The coefficient harmonistic form of voltage is defined by data of 
analyzers of quality of the electric power during power inspections of 
the enterprise and defined under the following formula:
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where Uнc - total operating value of no sinusoidal voltages, V; Ui - 
operating value of voltage of an i-harmonic, V.

Means of maintenance of reliability at the enterprises are: relay 
protection (RP), automatic input of a reserve (AIR), and also use of 
the radial scheme of electro supply [8,9]. To calculate coefficients of 
reliability SES during energy audits difficult as initial data of calculation 
cover the long time and demands difficult calculations. Therefore, 
the coefficient of reliability SES is defined indirectly, presence and 
technical possibilities of the devices providing uninterrupted electro 
supply. Optimum loading of elements SES provides the most reliable 
work SES. Taking into account the aforesaid the simplified coefficient 
of reliability SES is defined under the following formula:
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Where Кld.ses - coefficient of a deviation of optimum loading of 
elements SES; Кres - the coefficient of reservation of elements SES, is 
defined under the following formula: 
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Where Nr-number of elements SES having possibility of reservation; 
the Ntot-total number of elements SES of the enterprise; Nnr-number of 
elements SES which does not have possibilities of reservation [10,11].

Part of the coefficients influencing reliability of electro supply 
is considered by other coefficients, for example, the coefficient of 
automation SES is considered further. 

Value of optimum loading for cable lines is defined on economically 
effective cross-sectional area of a cable, and for transformers by 
economically effective loading of the transformer. The coefficient of 
loading reduced to optimum loading of transformers and cable lines is 
defined under the following formula:
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where kld.tr and kld.cl - operating values of coefficients of loading of 
transformers and cable lines, defined by the computer model SES.

The coefficient of a deviation from optimum loading for SES as a 
whole is defined as average value of the resulted coefficients of loading 
of elements SES, i.e.:
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Where k’ld.n-coefficient of a deviation of coefficient of loading of n 
th element SES. 

The basic result of automation of a power consumption of the 
enterprise is regulation of parameters of the electric power: voltage 
and power coefficient SES level, and also automatic reservation of 
elements SES [11]. The automation coefficient is defined by availability 
of equipment automatics-Kav.au and in automatic regulation coefficient-
Kreg electric power parameters under the following formula:

. ,au av au regК К К= ⋅                    (16)

The coefficient availability of equipment SES is defined by 
automatics under the following formula:
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Where Nars - number of the substations having the devices of 
automatic transfer to reserve source; NΔU - number of the substations 
having the devices of regulation of voltage; NΔq - number of the 
substations having the devices of regulation power factor; Nps - the 
general number of substations at the enterprise.

The regulation coefficient is defined under the following formula:
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Where ∆Uav - an average deviation of voltage on exit SES on (8), 
V; cosφr-real value of a power factor of a power consumption; ∆cosφr - 
deviation of real value of a power factor from standard value. 
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The coefficient of the account of the electric power on SES the 
enterprises is defined by presence of system of the account, level of 
automation and degree of coverage by account system distributive 
networks SES, and defined under the following formula:

t.ac
. .

d.p

,
Nac c ac t ac
NК K К= + ⋅                    (19)

Where Nd.р-number of distributive points of the electric power to 
the consumer; Nac-number of the distributive points having the devices 
of the account; Kc.ac.-the coefficient characterizing presence of system of 
the commercial account, which at the automated system of the account 
(accounting software) Кc.ac=0.5, and at not automated Кc.ac.=0.25; Kt.ac.-
the coefficient characterizing system of the technical account, which 
at the automated system of account Кt.ac=0.5, and at not automated 
Кt.ac=0.25.

For example, on the enterprise there is central distributive point 
(DP) in which it is established energy accounting software, energy is 
distributed on 4 transformer substations and 12 distributive points 
from which 8 are united in the automated system of the technical 
accounting of the electric energy, and also in two DP the counters 
which have been not included in technical accounting system and 2 DP 
not having counters are established. The coefficient of account SES is 
defined under the following formula:
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Economic feasibility of use of technical devices SES is defined by 
specific cost of transfer 1 kWt∙hour energy on SES to consumers of the 
enterprise and defined under the following formula: 

ee
.
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Where Zee-cost of annual consumed energy of the enterprise, 
conventional unit; ZSES-annual costs on SES, conventional unit.

This coefficient does not characterize energy efficiency manufacture, 
and characterizes only economic efficiency SES on electric power 
transfer. Energy efficiency manufactures it is characterized by the 
specific expense of the electric power on a unit of production, a 
share of power inputs in cost prices of production, etc. the General 
coefficient of efficiency energy department the enterprises it is defined 
by generalization also economic coefficients of a power consumption. 

Discussion
On the basis of the developed design procedure the program on 

the computer for calculation of the integrated coefficient of a system 
effectiveness of electro supply of the industrial enterprise is made and 
efficiency of functioning SES in power inspections of the enterprises 
[3] is investigated. For reception of initial data by calculation of 
coefficients of efficiency SES the program «Admintools» is used. The 
file with data automatically remains in a document format “Excel” and 
the program «Efficiency SES» reads out these data and settles an invoice 
the integrated coefficients characterizing efficiency of modes of a power 
consumption of the enterprise. 

Undoubtedly, offered technique has many defects and demands 
improvement (as the first computer or a mobile phone). Integration 

of a various sort of coefficients in a uniform coefficient demands some 
assumptions and simplifications. The full account of specific features 
of various coefficients at definition of the integrated coefficient will 
make a design procedure very difficult and bulky, hence, practically 
inapplicable. Authors consider, the offered method of research allows 
concretizing the program and bettering to spend power inspections of 
the enterprise. In power inspections it is necessary to use a uniform 
technique and a coefficient of efficiency SES of the enterprise.

Conclusions
The developed technique multicriterial the analysis of efficiency 

SES can be used at the decision of following problems:

• At reconstruction SES of the enterprise for comparison existing 
SES with recommended SES and a choice of optimum variant 
SES of the enterprise;

• Monitoring of coefficients of a power consumption of the 
enterprise for rational management энергохозяйством the 
enterprises;

• Carrying out internal and external energy audit the enterprises;

• Control of efficiency of functioning SES of the enterprise.  
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